NBT 7 and NBT 9

**Directions:** Solve each problem below using any of the strategies you have learned such as: place value, base 10 blocks, number line, etc. Be sure to show your work.

1. Sarah collects comic books. Her goal to have 231 comic books. Right now she has 123 books. How many more comic books does she need to reach her goal?

2. Amy has a sticker collection. She has 369 stickers in her collection. Her brother Jason has 158 stickers. If they combine their stickers how many stickers will they have altogether?
3. Seth has a collection of 472 marbles. Blake has 380 marbles. How many fewer marbles does Blake have than Seth?

4. Lea ordered 139 balloons for the party. The next day she ordered 284 more. How many balloons did Lea order?
Choose one of the problems and explain the strategy you used to solve it.

I used ________________________________ (name of strategy)

First, I ____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Next I ____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Last, I ____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________